1 **Unpack**

- Lower Drawer Indicated by Mounting Plates
- Removable Liner
- Upper Drawer
- Lower Drawer
- Glide
- Connecting Rods
- Parts Bag

**Parts Bag Includes:**
- Long Screws (4)
- Mounting Screws (4)
- Wood Screws (4)
- Flat Wrench
- L-Shaped Wrench
- Instructions
- Alignment Guide

2 **Thread Connecting Rods...**

- into lower drawer by hand-screwing into tubes.

3 **Tighten Connecting Rods...**

- using flat wrench on flat spot near top of rods.

4 **Place Upper Drawer...**

- onto connecting rods by inserting the rods into the upper drawer tubes.

5 **Secure Upper Drawer**

- Insert the 4 Long Screws into the Upper Drawer tubes and tighten using the L-shaped wrench.

---

*Unpack Lower Drawer....*  
*Lower Drawer Indicated by Mounting Plates.*

*Thread Connecting Rods...*  
*Pointing to Corner Tube.*

*Place Upper Drawer...*  
*Pointing to Connecting Rod.*

*Secure Upper Drawer...*  
*Pointing to L-Shaped Wrench.*
6 Align Glide-Frame
Use alignment guide found in parts bag to align glide-frame inside of cabinet.

• Drill 4 starter holes using a 1/8” diameter drill bit.
• The use of a power screwdriver.

7 Check Clearance
Set the assembled under-sink drawer onto glide-frame with mounting holes aligned.
Check for adequate clearance around cabinet, doors and plumbing fixtures.
Adjust glide frame position as needed.

8 Install
Remove assembled drawers from glide-frame.
Move glide rails slightly forward as shown and install glide-frame into cabinet using wood screws found in parts bag.

9 Mount
Set assembled drawers back onto glide-frame, in the desired position (left or right), with the mounting holes in the lower drawer and the glide-frame aligned.

Attach drawers to glide frame using mounting screws.

Only gently tighten.

If you have questions, please call 800-733-5965
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